
Hypothesis Testing: One-Sample Tests 
FUNDAMENTALS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING METHODOLOGY  
Typically begins with a theory/claim or assertion about a particular parameter of a population 
 
NULL & ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS 
Null Hypothesis (H0): Hypothesis that the population parameter is equal to the company specification 
Null hypothesis is stated in terms of the population parameter, use sample statistic to make inferences about the 
population (e.g. that the results observed from sample data indicate that the null hypothesis is false)  
Alternative Hypothesis (H1): Opposite of null hypothesis, must be true if null is false (represents conclusion 
reached by rejecting the null hypothesis)  
In many research situations, the alternative hypothesis serves as the hypothesis that is the focus of the research 
being conducted  

 H0 represents the current belief in a situation whilst H1 represents a research claim/specific inference 
you would like to prove  

Null hypothesis (H0) always refers to a specified value of the population parameter (e.g. 𝜇) rather than a sample 

statistic (e.g. �̅�)  
The statement of the null hypothesis always contains an equal sign regarding the specified value of the 

population parameter (e.g. 𝐻0: 𝜇 = 368𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠) whereas the alternative hypothesis statement never contains an 

equal sign (e.g. 𝐻1: 𝜇 ≠ 368𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠)  
N.B. Failure to reject the null hypothesis is not proof that it is true – can never prove is correct because the 
decision is based only on the sample information (not entire population)  

 Hence, if failed to reject the null hypothesis can only conclude that there is insufficient evidence to 
warrant its rejection 

 
CRITICAL VALUE OF THE TEST STATISTIC 
Hypothesis testing uses sample data to determine how likely it is that the null hypothesis is true  

Even if the null hypothesis is true, the sample statistic �̅� is likely to differ from the value of the parameter (𝜇) 
because of variation due to sampling  

 If the sample statistic is close to the population parameter, have insufficient evidence to reject the null 
hypothesis  

If there is a large difference between the value of the sample statistic & the hypothesised value of the population 
parameter, may conclude that the null hypothesis is false  
Decision-making process is not always so easy however, hypothesis-testing methodology provides clear 
differences for evaluating differences  

 Enables to quantify the decision-making process by computing the probability of getting a certain 
sample result if the null hypothesis is true 

 This probability is calculated by determining the sampling distribution for the sample statistic of interest 
& then computing the particular test statistic based on the given sample result  

Can use statistical distributions such as the t distribution or standardised normal distribution to help determine 
whether the null hypothesis is true 
 
REGIONS OF REJECTION & NON-REJECTION 
Sampling distribution of the test statistic is divided into two regions: 

1) Region of Rejection (critical region) – consists of the values of the test statistic that are unlikely to occur 
if the null hypothesis is true  

2) Region of Non-Rejection – do not reject null hypothesis  
[insert scan] 
Hence, if a value of the test statistic falls into the rejection region, reject the null hypothesis 
First, determine the critical value of the test statistic – critical value divides the non-rejection region from the 
rejection region 

 Determining critical value depends on the size of the rejection region (directly related to the risks 
involved in using only sample evidence to make decisions about a population parameter)  

 
RISKS IN DECISION MAKING USING HYPOTHESIS TESTING 



Using hypothesis testing involves the risk of reaching an incorrect conclusion  
 
TYPE I & TYPE II ERRORS 

Type I Error (𝜶): Occurs if reject null hypothesis when it is true & hence should not be rejected (false alarm) 

Type II Error (𝜷): Occurs if do not reject null hypothesis when is false & should be rejected (represents a 
missed opportunity to take corrective action) 

Traditionally, control the Type I error by determining the risk level, 𝛼, that are willing to have of rejecting the 
null hypothesis when is true  
Level of Significance: Risk/probability of committing a Type I error (specify the level of significance before 
performing hypothesis test to control risk of committing this error)  
Traditionally a level of 0.01, 0.05 or 0.10 is used – choice of a particular risk level depends on the cost of making 
a Type I error  

After have determined 𝛼 can determine the critical values that divide the rejection & non-rejection regions  

 𝛼 is the probability of rejection when the null hypothesis is true – hence know size of rejection region  

 From this can determine the critical values that divide the rejection & non-rejection regions  
 

Probability of committing a Type II error is the 𝛽 risk, probability of this error depends on the difference 
between the hypothesised & actual values of the population parameter  

If difference between hypothesised & actual values of the population parameter are large, 𝛽 is small (large 
differences are easier to find than small ones)  
 

Confidence Coefficient: The complement of the probability of a Type I error (1 − 𝛼), probability that will 
not reject the null hypothesis when it is true & should not be rejected  

Power of a Statistical Test: The complement of the probability of a Type II error (1 − 𝛽), probability that 
will reject the null hypothesis when it is false & should be rejected  
 

ACTUAL SITUATION 

STATISTICAL DECISION H0 True H0 False 

Do not Reject H0 Correct decision 

Confidence =  (1 − 𝛼) 

Type II error 

P(Type II error) = 𝛽 

Reject H0 Type I error 

P(Type I error) =  𝛼 

Correct decision 

Power = (1 − 𝛽) 

P (reject H0|H0 true) = 𝛼 (size of a test) 

P (reject H0|H0 false) = 1 − 𝛽 (power of a test) 
 
 
A way to reduce the probability of making a Type II error is by increasing the sample size – large samples 
generally permit the detection of even very small differences between hypothesised values & actual population 
parameters  

 For a given level of 𝛼, increasing the sample size decreases 𝛽 & therefore increases the power of the 
statistical test to detect that the null hypothesis is false 

Must consider the trade-offs between the two possible types of errors – since can directly control the risk of 

Type I error, can reduce this risk by selecting a smaller value for 𝛼, however when decrease 𝛼 increase 𝛽 

 Hence, reducing risk of Type I error results in an increased risk for Type II error  

 To reduce 𝛽 could select a larger value for 𝛼 
 
N.B. Type I & Type II errors cannot happen at the same time (are conditional probabilities)  

 Type I error can only occur given H0 is true & Type II when H0 is false 
 
FACTORS AFFECTING TYPE II ERROR 
All else equal: 

o 𝛽 increases when difference between hypothesised parameter & its true value decreases  

o 𝛽 increases when 𝛼 decreases 

o 𝛽 increases when 𝜎 increases 



o 𝛽 increases when n decreases 
 

Z TEST FOR THE MEAN (𝝈 KNOWN) 

When 𝜎 is known use Z test for the mean if the population is normally distributed 
If population is not normally distributed but still large enough for the Central Limit Theorem to take effect can 
still use the Z test  

Z test for the mean (𝜎 known): 

𝑍𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇 =
�̅� − 𝜇

𝜎

√𝑛

 

Numerator measures the difference between the observed sample mean & the hypothesised mean (𝜎)  

The denominator is the standard error of the mean so ZSTAT represents the difference between �̅� and 𝜇 in 
standard error units 
 
HYPOTHESIS TESTING USING THE CRITICAL VALUE APPROACH 
Compares the value of the computed ZSTAT test statistic to critical values that divide the normal distribution into 
regions of rejection & non-rejection  
Critical values are expressed as standardised Z values that are determined by the level of significance  

 E.g. if use a significance level of 0.05, the size of the rejection region is 0.05 

 Since null hypothesis contains an equals sign & the alternative hypothesis contains a not-equal sign have 
a two-tail test in which the rejection region is divided into the two tails of the distribution with two equal 
parts of 0.025 in each tail  

 Two-tailed test because there is a rejection region in both tails  
Critical value approach to hypothesis testing: 

o State H0 (null hypothesis) & H1 (alternative hypothesis)  

o Choose level of significance, 𝛼, & sample size, n, (𝛼 is based on the relative importance of the risks of 
committing Type I & Type II errors in the problem) 

o Determine appropriate test statistic & sampling distribution  
o Determine the critical values that divide the rejection & non rejection regions 
o Collect the sample data, organise the results & compute the value of the test statistic 
o Make the statistical decision, determine whether the assumptions are valid & state the managerial 

conclusion in the context of the theory, claim or assertion being tested 

 If test statistic falls into the non-rejection region, do not reject the null hypothesis (& conversely)  
 
HYPOTHESIS TESTING USING THE P-VALUE APPROACH 
p-value: (Observed level of significance) Probability of getting a test statistic equal to or more extreme than the 
sample result, given that the null hypothesis is true 
Decision rules for rejecting H0 in the p-value approach are: 

o If p-value ≥ 𝛼, do not reject null hypothesis 

o If p-value < 𝛼, reject the null hypothesis  
To use the p-value approach for the two-tail test you find the probability that the test statistic ZSTAT is equal to or 
more extreme than 1.5 standard error units from the centre of a standardised normal distribution  
p-value approach to hypothesis testing: 

o State H0 (null hypothesis) & H1 (alternative hypothesis)  

o Choose level of significance, 𝛼, & sample size, n, (𝛼 is based on the relative importance of the risks of 
committing Type I & Type II errors in the problem) 

o Determine appropriate test statistic & sampling distribution  
o Collect the sample data, compute the value of the test statistic & compute the p-value (in general is the 

probability of observing a test statistic more extreme than that observed in the direction of the 
alternative hypothesis if the null hypothesis is true) 

o Make the statistical decision, determine whether the assumptions are valid & state the managerial 
conclusion in the context of the theory, claim or assertion being tested 

 If the p-value is ≥ 𝛼 do not reject null hypothesis (& conversely)  
 



CONNECTION BETWEEN CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ESTIMATION & HYPOTHESIS 
TESTING 
Hypothesis tests are used when trying to determine whether a parameter is <, > or ≠ to a specified value  

 Proper interpretation of a confidence interval can also indicate whether a parameter is <, > or ≠ 

Can reach the same conclusion by constructing a confidence interval estimate of 𝜇 
 

t TEST HYPOTHESIS FOR THE MEAN (𝝈 UNKNOWN) 
In almost all hypothesis testing situations concerning the population mean (𝜎), do not know the population 

standard deviation (𝜎) & instead use the sample standard deviation (S) 
If assume population is normally distributed the sampling distribution of the mean follows a t distribution with 
n-1 degrees of freedom & use the t test for the mean 

 If the population is not normally distributed can still use the t test if the population is not too 
skewed & sample size not too small 

Test statistic for determining the difference between the sample mean �̅� & the population mean 𝜇 when using S: 

t𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇 =
�̅� − 𝜇

𝑆

√𝑛

 

CHECKING THE NORMALITY ASSUMPTION 
There are several ways to evaluate the normality assumption necessary for using the t test: 

o Examine how closely the sample statistics match the normal distribution’s theoretical properties 
o Construct a histogram, stem & leaf display or boxplot  

t test does not lose power if the shape of the population departs from a normal distribution particularly when 
the sample size is large enough to enable the test statistic t to follow the t distribution  
If the sample size is too small & cannot easily make the assumption that the underlying population is at least 
approximately normally distributed, then non-parametric testing procedures are more appropriate  
 

ONE-TAIL TESTS 
Some hypothesis tests are one-tail tests because they require an alternative hypothesis that focuses on a 
particular direction (e.g. whether population mean is less than a specified value)  
Can use critical value & p-value approach  
Must properly formulate H0 & H1 to perform one tail tests of hypotheses 
 
LOWER TAIL TESTS 

Th𝐻0: 𝜋 = 0.5 𝑜𝑟 𝜋 ≤ 0.5, 𝐻1: 𝜋 < 0.5  - this is a lower tail test since the alternative hypothesis is focused on 
the lower tail below the value of 0.5 
There is only one critical value, since the rejection area is in only one tail 
UPPER-TAIL TESTS 

𝐻0: 𝜇 = 50 𝑜𝑟 𝜇 ≤ 50, 𝐻1: 𝜇 > 50  The alternative hypothesis is focused on the upper tail above the mean of  
There is only one critical value, since the rejection area is in only one tail 
 
 

Z TEST OF HYPOTHESIS FOR THE PROPORTION 
In some cases want to test a hypothesis about the proportion of events of interest in the population, 𝜋, rather 
than the population mean  
Involves categorical variables 
Two possible outcomes: (1) Possesses characteristic of interest, (0) Does not possess characteristic of interest 

Select a random sample & compute the sample proportion, 𝑃 =
𝑋

𝑛
, compare the value of this statistic to the 

hypothesised value of the parameter, 𝜋 in order to decide whether to reject the null hypothesis  
If the number of events of interest (X) & the number of events that are not of interest (n-X) are each at least 
five, sampling distribution of the proportion approximately follows a normal distribution & can use the Z test 
for the proportion 

 𝑛𝜋 ≥ 5 & 𝑛(1 − 𝜋) 5 
Z test for the proportion: 



𝑍𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇 =
𝑝 − 𝜋

√𝜋(1 − 𝜋)
𝑛 

 

Alternatively, can write the ZSTAT test statistic in terms of the no. of events of interest X: 

𝑍𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑇 =
𝑋 − 𝑛𝜋 

√𝑛𝜋(1 − 𝜋)
 

POTENTIAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING PITFALLS & ETHICAL ISSUES 
Use randomly collected data (probability samples) to reduce selection biases & non-sampling error, & allow 
sampling distribution theory to be used 

Choose the level of significance (𝛼) & the type of test (one tail or two tail) before data collection 

Don not employ ‘data snooping’ to choose between one-tail & two-tail tests or to determine 𝛼 
Do not practice ‘data cleansing’ to hide observations that do not support a stated hypothesis  
Questions to ask during planning stage: 

o What is the goal of the study, how can it be translated into a null & alternative hypothesis 
o Is the hypothesis test a one-tail or two-tail test? 
o Can you select a random sample from the underlying population of interest 
o What types of data will be collected in the sample, are these variables numerical or categorical 
o At what level of significance should conduct hypothesis test 
o Is the intended sample size large enough to achieve the desired power of the test for the level of 

significance chosen 
o What statistical test procedure should be used & why 
o What conclusions/interpretations can be reached from the results of the hypothesis test  

Statistical significance vs. practical 
significance  

Sometimes due to a very large sample size may get a 
statistically significant result but has little practical significance 
in a field of application  
 

Statistical insignificance vs. importance  The lack of a large enough sample size may result in a non-
significant result when an important difference does exist  

Reporting of findings Important to document both good & bad results  
Must also indicate if null hypothesis has been disproved that 
this does not necessarily prove the null hypothesis  

Ethical issues When hypothesis testing process is manipulated ethical issues 
arise  
Ethical issues can arise when using human subjects in 
experiments, data collection method, type of test (one tail or 
two tail), choice of level of significance, cleansing/discarding 
of data & failure to report pertinent findings  

 


